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[1] The performance of the Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model to
reproduce the surface wind circulations over complex terrain is examined. The
atmospheric evolution is simulated using two versions of the WRF model during an over
13 year period (1992 to 2005) over a complex terrain region located in the northeast of
the Iberian Peninsula. A high horizontal resolution of 2 km is used to provide an accurate
representation of the terrain features. The multiyear evaluation focuses on the analysis of
the accuracy displayed by the WRF simulations to reproduce the wind ﬁeld of the six
typical wind patterns (WPs) identiﬁed over the area in a previous observational work.
Each pattern contains a high number of days which allows one to reach solid conclusions
regarding the model performance. The accuracy of the simulations to reproduce the wind
ﬁeld under representative synoptic situations, or pressure patterns (PPs), of the Iberian
Peninsula is also inspected in order to diagnose errors as a function of the large-scale
situation. The evaluation is accomplished using daily averages in order to inspect the
ability of WRF to reproduce the surface ﬂow as a result of the interaction between the
synoptic scale and the regional topography. Results indicate that model errors can
originate from problems in the initial and lateral boundary conditions, misrepresentations
at the synoptic scale, or the realism of the topographic features.
Citation: Jiménez, P. A., J. Dudhia, J. F. González-Rouco, J. P. Montávez, E. García-Bustamante, J. Navarro, J. Vilà-Guerau
de Arellano, and A. Muñoz-Roldán (2013), An evaluation of WRF’s ability to reproduce the surface wind over complex terrain
based on typical circulation patterns, J. Geophys. Res. Atmos., 118, 7651–7669, doi:10.1002/jgrd.50585.

1. Introduction
[2] The surface wind ﬁeld plays a major role in a variety of phenomena operating at the regional scale such as
the dispersion of pollutants over a region [Darby, 2005],
the production and transport of dust due to wind erosion
[Gillette and Hanson, 1989], or the wind resource evaluation [Palutikof et al., 1987; Garcia-Bustamante et al., 2008,
2009]. The surface wind ﬁeld simulation is therefore an
issue of interest for a wide range of applications. General
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circulation models (GCMs) can provide adequate results at
large scales [von Storch, 1995]. However, when emphasis
is placed on resolving shorter spatial scales, results must be
interpreted with care since their typical horizontal resolution
is not able to capture details of smaller dimension. This limitation can be particularly relevant in complex terrain regions,
wherein the surface wind spatial variability can present a
high complexity as a consequence of the strong inﬂuence
that topography produces over the large-scale ﬂows through
channeling, forced ascents, blocking, etc. [Whiteman, 2000].
[3] Mesoscale models [e.g., Black, 1994; Grell et al.,
1994; Cotton et al., 2003; Skamarock et al., 2008] can be
used to overcome the limitations that the GCMs present at
the regional scale [von Storch, 1995]. The atmospheric evolution is simulated only over a limited area which allows
for a higher horizontal and vertical resolution to provide
an improved representation of the regional features [e.g.,
Rife et al., 2004; Zagar et al., 2006; Conil and Hall, 2006;
Jimenez et al., 2013]. These models numerically solve the
atmospheric equations of motion using outputs from GCMs
as initial and boundary conditions [Pielke, 2002]. During
the last decades, a wide range of physical processes have
been incorporated in mesoscale model formulation which
have considerably increased their complexity. In spite of the
more accurate representation of physical processes, simulations need to be compared with the available observations
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Figure 1. Location of the CFN within the Iberian Peninsula. The left panel highlights the most important geographical features of the Iberian Peninsula and the location of the meteorological stations of
Santander and Tortosa. The rectangles represent the four domains used in the WRF simulations showing
the topography at their particular horizontal resolutions (54, 18, 6, and 2 km). The right panel shows the
regional topography of the CFN and the location of the wind stations used to evaluate the performance of
the dynamical downscaling. The different symbols represent the locations that form the subregions with
homogeneous wind variability identiﬁed by JEA08: Ebro Valley (EV, black circles), mountain stations
(MS, squares), north-to-south oriented stations (NS, diamonds), and narrow valleys located to the north
of the Ebro Valley (NV, triangles). Additional stations employed in this work which were not classiﬁed
into a subregion are also displayed (white circles).
in order to ensure that the model is able to reproduce the
desired atmospheric characteristics. This is of interest not
only to understand the potential errors in a model but also
for blending together observations and simulations, in a
regional reanalysis for example [e.g., Mesinger et al., 2006],
since the existence of biases plays an adverse role in the
assimilation process.
[4] The comparison of numerical simulations with observations is usually referred to as “veriﬁcation” or “validation.” However, veriﬁcation or validation of numerical
models of natural systems can be argued to be impossible
in a general sense [Oreskes et al., 1994; Oreskes, 1998].
A simulation can be compared to observations to conﬁrm
that the simulation is appropriate for a particular case study
inasmuch as it reproduces realistically enough a speciﬁc
aspect of the real world, but nothing ensures that it will
continue to work in other situations. This important limitation inherent to the evaluation of a model performance can
only be mitigated by increasing the number of comparisons
between observations and simulations. The higher the number of comparisons when the simulation shows an adequate
behavior, the more likely that the simulation would perform
appropriately in other situations. In this sense, models can
only be evaluated in relative terms [Oreskes et al., 1994]. A
long temporal period of evaluation is therefore necessary in
order to have more conﬁdence in our efforts to generalize
the conclusions regarding the performance of a model.

[5] Two limitations have prevented analyzing the
mesoscale models performance in reproducing the surface
wind behavior during a long temporal period. The ﬁrst one
is the relative scarceness of good quality wind data sets
spanning a multiyear period. Some studies have recently
contributed to produce quality controled wind data sets for
a number of regions [DeGaetano, 1996; Jiménez et al.,
2010b; Fiebrich et al., 2010; McVicar et al., 2012] where
performing this kind of evaluations becomes possible. The
second one is a technical limitation. Multiyear mesoscale
simulations require high computational resources. This
problem is aggravated over complex terrain regions since a
realistic representation of the topography requires the use of
high horizontal resolutions that further increase the computational demand. The computational power reached in the
last years is allowing us to perform long simulations at a
high horizontal resolution during a year or even multiyear
simulations at lower horizontal resolution [e.g., Buckley,
2004; Conil and Hall, 2006; Walter et al., 2006]. However, multiyear simulations performed at a high horizontal
resolution are still computationally demanding and have
been seldom explored. Therefore, our understanding of the
mesoscale simulations’ capability to reproduce the surface
wind circulations over complex terrain is still limited. This
not only hampers the potential applications of the simulations but also makes it difﬁcult to identify speciﬁc aspects
in the model formulation that deserve further development.
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[6] This study analyzes the ability of a mesoscale
model, the Weather Research and Forecasting model (WRF,
Skamarock et al. [2008]), conﬁgured at high horizontal resolution, 2 km, to reproduce the surface wind over complex
terrain. The originality of our study consists in analyzing the wind ﬁeld reproducibility of typical wind ﬁelds or
wind patterns (WPs) objectively identiﬁed with observations
acquired during a 13 year period [Jiménez et al., 2009]. Since
each pattern is representative of a large number of days, we
are able to obtain robust conclusions regarding the performance of the model in reproducing the surface ﬂows that
take place under very diverse synoptic conditions (recall the
previous discussion of Oreskes [1994, 1998]). An additional
advantage is the possibility to discriminate the model’s performance in terms of the wind direction. This enables us
to extract more precise conclusions than evaluations solely
based on the wind speed [e.g., Jimenez and Dudhia, 2012].
The effects that different synoptic situations exert over the
surface ﬂow are also investigated in order to determine
potential biases introduced under certain situations. For this
purpose, the ability of WRF to reproduce the WPs is broken
down for typical pressure patterns (PPs) over the region.
[7] The evaluation is performed using daily averages in
order to concentrate the investigation in the effects that
topography and its interaction with the synoptic scale produce in the surface ﬂow. Hence, our study of the surface
wind consists of these three stages: (1) quantify the model’s
ability to reproduce the surface wind in regions characterized by complex topography; (2) explore the errors as
functions of the topographic conditions and the interaction
with large-scale ﬂow at the synoptic scale; and (3) diagnose potential misrepresentations arising from the initial and
boundary conditions in order to quantify sensitivities in the
surface wind simulation related to uncertainties in the synoptic situation. The methodology adopted allows to reach solid
conclusions in identifying which parts of the model formulation should be inspected in the future in order to obtain more
accurate surface wind simulations with the WRF model.
[8] The manuscript is organized as follows. The next
section summarizes the background and the experimental
setup used to evaluate the WRF performance. The numerical
experiments are described in section 3. Section 4 presents the
results of the evaluation that are further extended in section 5
in order to explore the wind ﬁeld reproducibility as a function of the synoptic situation. Finally, the conclusions are
presented in section 6.

2. Background and Experimental Setup
[9] The region of study is the Comunidad Foral de
Navarra (CFN), a complex terrain region located in the
northeast of the Iberian Peninsula (Figure 1). The complex topography ensures an interesting interaction with the
atmospheric dynamics providing an appropriate framework
for the WRF evaluation. The CFN is surrounded by three
large mountain systems: the Cantabrian Mountains and the
Pyrenees dominate the northern areas, whereas the Iberian
System constitutes a natural barrier in the southwest. These
last two mountain systems shape the broad Ebro Valley
which crosses the CFN from northwest to southeast. As a
result, the northern part of the region shows a more complex
topography than the lower lands in the southeast.

Figure 2. Scatter diagram of the pressure differences along
the Ebro Valley and the mean wind speed ﬁeld, calculated with the records acquired at the 41 observational
sites (Figure 1), for (a) the complete data set, (b) days
classiﬁed as WP1, and (c) days classiﬁed as WP5. WP1
shows strong northwestern circulations, whereas WP5
reveals strong southeastern ﬂows (JEA09). The pressure difference is deﬁned as the SLP observed at Santander minus
its corresponding value at Tortosa (Figure 1).
[10] The existence of a reasonably long period
(1992–2005) with quality controled wind data at 41 observational sites [Jiménez et al., 2010b] as well as a distribution
of stations that cover quite different locations (e.g., plains,
valleys, mountain tops, hills, etc.) makes the area suitable
for the purposes of this investigation. Previous observational
works have provided a statistically robust characterization
of the prevailing surface ﬂows, the WPs [Jiménez et al.,
2009, JEA09 hereafter], and the daily wind variability
[Jiménez et al., 2008, JEA08 hereafter], and their results
will serve as a base for the evaluation exercise of the present
investigation. JEA09 analyzed the dominant surface ﬂows
over the CFN by grouping daily mean ﬁelds, represented by
observations at 41 observational sites (Figure 1), into groups
of typical WPs. A total of six WPs were identiﬁed applying
a cluster analysis procedure based on the spatial similarity of
the wind ﬁelds [Kaufmann and Whiteman, 1999]. Five WPs
display a northwest-southeast direction of the ﬂow (91.4%
of the days), and one WP shows southwestern wind (8.6%
of the days). This result revealed the strong inﬂuence of the
topography over the surface ﬂows since the most important
valleys in the CFN exhibit a NW-SE orientation (Figure 1).
[11] The sea level pressure (SLP) ﬁelds over the Iberian
Peninsula were also classiﬁed by JEA09 and related to the
already identiﬁed WPs in order to understand the large-scale
modes that generate regional variability. A methodology
based on principal components and cluster analysis [e.g.,
Romero et al., 1999] was used to identify a total of eight
representative PPs using the SLP from the ERA-40 reanalysis [Uppala et al., 2005]. The relationships found between
the PPs and the WPs revealed the importance of the intensiﬁcation of the ﬂow exerted by the pressure gradient along
the valleys. Higher pressures in the Atlantic in comparison
with the ones over the Mediterranean Sea favor northwestern winds over the CFN, whereas negative pressure gradients and higher pressures in the Mediterranean intensify
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Figure 3. SLP bias calculated with the (a, b) initial conditions as well as (c, d) at 24 h of simulation
for CFN1 (Figures 3a and 3c) and CFN2 (Figures 3b and 3d). The ECMWF data used as initial and
boundary conditions are used to calculate the biases. The bias is deﬁned as the SLP from the outermost
WRF simulations minus the SLP from the ECMWF data sets.
the winds up the Ebro Valley (JEA09). As an illustration
of the importance of this mechanism, Figure 2a shows the
dispersion diagram between the observed wind speed over
the region and the pressure difference along the Ebro Valley. The pressure differences are calculated from daily mean
SLP observations at Santander, located at the headboard of
the Ebro Valley, minus the pressure at Tortosa, located at
the valley mouth (Figure 1, approximately 600 km). There
is a direct relationship between the mean wind speed in
the region and the absolute value of the pressure difference
(r = 0.76). The dispersion diagrams for days classiﬁed as the
northwestern ﬂow of WP1 (Figure 2b) and the southeastern
ﬂow of WP5 (Figure 2c) clearly show that the positive pressure differences intensify the northwestern winds, whereas
the negative differences intensify the southeastern ones. The
ability of a simulation to reproduce this pressure gradient
is therefore critical for an adequate surface wind simulation
over the CFN.
[12] In an independent observational study, JEA08 analyzed the daily wind variability at the CFN by grouping
together the observational sites with similar temporal variability and, thus, identifying subregions of coherent wind
behavior. A total of four regions were identiﬁed using a classiﬁcation methodology based on the rotation of the most

important modes of variation from a principal component
analysis [White et al., 1991]. The wind subregions found
are in general agreement with the topography over the area
(Figure 1): a ﬁrst subregion is formed by stations located in
the Ebro Valley (EV subregion, black circles in Figure 1);
another group is mainly formed by mountain stations (MS
subregion, squares); a third subregion consists of several
stations with a north-to-south or meridional orientation in
central areas of the CFN (NS subregion, diamonds); and
the last group is mainly formed by stations located in the
narrow valleys to the north of the Ebro Valley (NV subregion, triangles). A previous WRF simulation that spans
the 13 years of the observational period at a high horizontal resolution, 2 km, over the CFN has been shown by
Jiménez et al. [2010a] to reproduce the wind variability at
the four wind regions. The study illustrates the realism of
WRF in reproducing areas of coherent variability of surface wind over the CFN. This simulation will be labeled as
CFN1 hereafter.
[13] The long-term biases in the wind speed of CFN1
were analyzed by Jiménez and Dudhia [2012, JD12 hereafter]. JD12 found a systematic overestimation of the wind
speed over the valleys and an underestimation at the mountain tops and hills. The biases were attributed to limitations
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Figure 4. Scatter diagram of the SLP from the WRF initial conditions versus SLP from the ECMWF
data sets at (a, b) Santander and (c, d) Tortosa (see Figure 1 for the location of these sites).
in the topographic representation that occur even using
2 km of horizontal resolution which can be considered high.
Improvements in the WRF formulation were introduced by
JD12 to correct for both kinds of biases. However, the analysis there was focused on the wind module and the effects
of the wind direction were neglected in the investigation
of JD12.
[14] The present investigation analyzes the ability of WRF
to reproduce the ﬂow of the six WPs identiﬁed by JEA09,
and therefore this assessment does not only consider wind
speed but it also takes into account the direction of the
ﬂow in the evaluation of the model’s performance. For
this purpose the CFN1 simulation will be used. It will be
herein shown that CFN1 presents a problem in the initial
and boundary conditions as a consequence of an inadequate
initialization of the surface pressure (see section 3) which
introduces errors in the surface wind simulation over the
CFN. To overcome this limitation and provide a more reliable evaluation of the WRF model, a new simulation has
been performed with identical settings as in CFN1 but solving the problem in the surface pressure of the initial and
boundary conditions. This second WRF simulation will be
labeled as CFN2 hereafter. By comparing results from these
two simulations, we are able to inspect sensitivities of the
wind at the regional scale to errors or uncertainties at the
synoptic scale.
[15] In order to provide a detailed evaluation of the WRF
capability to reproduce the inﬂuence of the topography, the

analysis over each WP is broken down for the four wind subregions (Figure 1). The evaluation over areas with similar
daily wind variability, instead of at site level, provides certain advantages in the evaluation of numerical simulations,
such as the mitigation of local effects in the observations or
the representativeness of the grid point used for comparison
[Reid and Turner, 2001; Jiménez et al., 2010a]. Since the
target of a mesoscale simulation is to obtain details of the
atmospheric evolution at the regional scale from large-scale
ﬁelds, the last step of the evaluation consists of analyzing
the performance of WRF in reproducing the surface wind
ﬁeld as a function of the synoptic situation. With this aim,
the WRF’s ability to reproduce each WP will be evaluated
separately for each one of its associated PPs.
[16] Hence, the present work extends the observational
studies of JEA08 and JEA09 to provide a statistically robust
evaluation of the simulation performance in reproducing the
surface wind and thus complements the previous evaluation of the ability of WRF to reproduce the wind variability
[Jiménez et al., 2010a] and the long-term wind speed (JD12),
adding information on the ability of the model to reproduce
the surface wind ﬁeld and its dependence on the synoptic
scale. We therefore inspect our previous numerical data set,
CFN1, with a different perspective, evaluating the reproducibility of typical wind patterns over the region. A new
simulated data set is also created, CFN2, which contributes
to progress in our understanding of the ability of WRF to
reproduce the wind ﬁeld.
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Figure 5. Scatter diagram of the pressure difference calculated with observations versus the pressure difference calculated with (a) ERA-40, (b) CFN1, (c) ERA-Interim, and (d) CFN2. SLP from the outermost
domain is used for CFN1 and CFN2.

3. WRF Numerical Simulations
[17] Both regional simulations CFN1 and CFN2 have
been accomplished with the WRF mesoscale model. The
simulations are summarized in the following lines. A more
in-depth discussion of the dynamical and physical settings
can be found in Jiménez et al. [2010a], where the interested
reader is referred to obtain further information. The WRF
model is conﬁgured with four two-way interacting nested
domains (Figure 1) in order to reach a horizontal resolution of 2 km over the CFN. A total of 31 vertical levels,
10 of them distributed within the planetary boundary layer,
are prescribed in the simulations. The initial and boundary
conditions necessary to perform the numerical simulations
were obtained from the European Centre for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) reanalysis/analysis data sets.
The regional simulations consist of a sequence of short runs
of the WRF model. Each model run is initialized at the 0:00 h
of each day and is run for 48 h. The ﬁrst 24 h are discarded
as model spin-up, and the wind at 10 m above ground level
for the following 24 h is averaged to obtain the daily mean
wind speed and direction for that day. The spin-up therefore consists of a full diurnal cycle in order to consider both
the processes that develop under stable and unstable situations to the model adjustments. The process is repeated
until obtaining one simulation for the 5028 days that comprise the observational period (1 January 1992 to 6 October
2005). WRF diagnoses the wind at 10 m using the Monin-

Obukhov similarity theory to extrapolate the wind from the
ﬁrst model level (approximately 28 m in this simulation),
which is assumed to represent the atmospheric surface layer
[Jimenez et al., 2012].
[18] The main difference between CFN1 and CFN2 lies in
the version of the WRF model. CFN1 was performed with
WRF version 2.1.2 [Skamarock et al., 2005], whereas CFN2
used WRF version 3.1.1 [Skamarock et al., 2008]. Furthermore, CFN1 and CFN2 differ in the data used as initial
and boundary conditions. CFN1 uses data from the ERA-40
reanalysis project [Uppala et al., 2005] until August 2002.
Afterward, data from the operational analysis at ECMWF is
used. Both ERA-40 and the analysis have a spatial resolution
of 1  1°. On the contrary, CFN2 uses data from the ERAInterim reanalysis project [Dee et al., 2011], at a horizontal
resolution of 0.75  0.75° during the complete simulation
period. Aside from these differences, both simulations were
conﬁgured using the same physical and dynamical settings.
The interested reader is referred to Skamarock et al. [2005,
2008] for a detailed description of the WRF’s computation
of the ICs as well as the BCs.
[19] The limitation in the initial and boundary conditions
of CFN1 can be appreciated in Figure 3, which shows the
SLP bias at the initialization time and at 24 h later calculated with the WRF simulations of CFN1 and CFN2, and the
ECMWF data used to initialize the numerical experiments.
CFN1 shows a negative bias especially clear over both
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Figure 6. Wind speed bias (circles) and RMSE of the wind
direction (contour lines) calculated with (a) CFN1 and (b)
CFN2. The wind speed bias is deﬁned as the mean simulated
wind speed minus the mean observed wind speed. The radius
of the circles is proportional to the magnitude of the bias, and
the white (gray) color denotes positive (negative) values.
the Atlantic Ocean and the Mediterranean Sea (Figure 3a).
The bias is practically absent in the initialization of CFN2
(Figure 3b). There are only some discrepancies over the
mountains, and these seem to be related to the diagnosis of
the pressure under the terrain features. The underestimation
of the pressure in CFN1 is a result of the initialization of
the surface pressure (SP) from the lowest geopotential level,
1000 hPa, when the SP is higher than 1000 hPa. For this
purpose an extrapolation formula based on empirical considerations was used by the model version 2.1.2. CFN2 does

not show this bias because the updated version of WRF used
in this simulation uses the SLP from reanalysis to initialize
the SP. The biases in CFN1 are larger over the ocean because
the SP is higher there and the extrapolation formula is used
more often than over land, where interpolation between two
geopotential heights (such as 1000 hPa and 850 hPa) is more
frequent in the initialization of the SP. The empirical formula used to initialize the SP is less accurate for higher
SPs and tends to produce a higher underestimation, which
also contributes to the higher discrepancies found over the
ocean (Figure 3a). This is illustrated in the scatter plot of the
SLP from ECMWF and the WRF initial SLP at Tortosa and
Santander (Figure 4). The underestimation of the SLP
becomes evident for CFN1, especially clear for the higher
SLP values (Figures 4a and 4c). On the contrary, CFN2
does not show these systematic errors (Figures 4c and 4d).
CFN1 reveals a considerably larger scatter at both locations
in comparison with CFN2 also associated with the use of the
empirical approximation.
[20] The limitations in the initialization that occur in
CFN1 are still noticeable 24 h later (Figure 3c). However,
the bias over the Mediterranean Sea is about 2 hPa weaker
than at the initialization time (Figure 3a). This is a consequence of the effects produced by the boundary conditions.
The boundaries in the eastern part of the domain are mainly
located over land, and the errors associated with the calculation of the SP are smaller than those in the Atlantic, where
the boundaries are located over the ocean and thus present
the same limitations as for the initialization step. Therefore,
the more accurate boundary conditions in the eastern part of
the domain partially compensate the initialization problems.
As a result of these different biases in the Atlantic Ocean
and in the Mediterranean Sea, there is an underestimation
of the pressure gradient over the Ebro Valley (Figure 3c).
CFN2 does not suffer from any inﬂuence associated with
these problems in the boundary conditions (Figure 4d).
[21] The limitations of CFN1 to reproduce the observed
pressure difference over the Ebro Valley are better appreciated in the scatter plot of the observed pressure difference
and the difference from the simulated data sets (Figure 5).
Both reanalysis, ERA-40, and ERA-Interim show noticeable
scatter but in a general good agreement with observations
(Figures 5a and 5c). The CFN1 simulation also shows
noticeable scatter but more important than that is an underestimation of the absolute value of the pressure difference
due to underestimating high pressures as a consequence of
the problems in the initialization (Figure 5b). CFN2 shows
a much better agreement with observations, especially for
negative pressure differences (Figure 5d). The positive pressure differences are somewhat underestimated. A closer look
reveals that this was already noticeable in the ERA-Interim
data used as initial and boundary conditions (Figure 5c). It
will be shown that the limitations to reproduce the pressure
difference in CFN1, and to a lesser extent in CFN2, translate into limitations in reproducing the surface wind over
the CFN.
[22] The observed wind at the 41 sites that deﬁne the
WPs is compared with the simulations at the nearest grid
points to the observational sites. This representation has
been adopted in several studies [e.g., Cox et al., 1998; Hanna
and Yang, 2001; Buckley, 2004; Miao et al., 2008], and it is
here selected due to its simplicity. Some limitations of this
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Figure 1.
representation for these particular wind data sets are discussed in Jiménez et al. [2010a] and JD12. The daily mean
wind simulated at 10 m above ground level is used in the
comparison since the majority of the wind sensors are situated at this height [Jiménez et al., 2010b]. The few wind
records taken at 2 m above ground level (seven stations)
were extrapolated to 10 m using the power law with an exponent of 1/7, as it was done for instance in Pryor et al. [2005].
As a ﬁnal step in the data preparation, the simulated counterparts of missing observations were removed from the 41
simulated time series in order to perform the evaluation with
equivalent data sets.

4. Wind Field Reproducibility
[23] As a preliminary inspection of the WRF performance, the long-term behavior of the simulation is evaluated
(section 4.1). The discussion highlights the effects of the
orography used in the numerical experiment over the simulated wind ﬁeld. The WRF evaluation is extended by

analyzing the capability of the simulation to replicate the
mean ﬂow of the six typical WPs over the CFN (section 4.2).
This second comparison discriminates the wind errors as a
function of the direction of the ﬂow. Both simulations, CFN1
and CFN2, are compared with observations which allows us
to inspect how sensitive is the regional wind simulation to
uncertainties in the synoptic scale.
4.1. 13 Year Evaluation
[24] The wind speed bias and the root mean squared
error (RMSE) of the direction at each station are shown
in Figure 6. The RMSE is calculated using the departure
from the observed wind direction in the sense that provides
the smaller difference. Both simulations, CFN1 and CFN2,
show a similar structure in the bias and RMSE. The wind
direction is better reproduced at the mountain tops (stations
3, 4, 16, 20, 35, and 37; Figure 1) than at the valleys likely
due to a weaker inﬂuence of the surrounding topography
on the ﬂow at the former locations. There is a tendency
of the simulation to underestimate the wind speed at the
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[25] A closer examination reveals that the winds are
stronger in CFN2 than in CFN1 (Figure 6). The overestimation at the valleys is higher, whereas the underestimation of
the wind at the mountain sites is smaller. The higher wind
speeds are associated with the higher pressure gradients simulated in CFN2 (Figure 5). A better reproduction of the wind
direction in CFN2 than in CFN1 is noticeable. The RMSE
is about 10 degrees lower in CFN2. The improvement of the
wind direction is related to the better initialization of CFN2
as will be shown in the following section.

Observations
CFN1
CFN2

20

15

10

5

0

Figure 9. Wind roses at the EV subregion calculated with
days classiﬁed as WP2 for the observational data set, CFN1,
and CFN2 (see legend). The wind rose represents the frequency of occurrence of each wind direction.

windiest observational sites located at mountain tops and
the two sites located on hills (stations 7 and 8; Figure 1)
and to overestimate it at the less windy areas situated in
the valleys. This causes a reduced spatial variability of the
simulated wind speed ﬁeld compared to the observational
one already pointed out by JD12. The systematic biases that
occur at the mountains and valleys have been attributed by
JD12 to the effects produced by the topographic features that
are not well resolved in the model. The underestimation at
the mountain sites is a result of the underestimation of the
mountain heights and upstream inﬂuence (JD12). In spite
of using 2 km of horizontal resolution in the simulation, the
mountains are smoother than reality (hundreds of meters;
see Figure 5b in JD12). The smoothed topography is also
related to constraints imposed to ensure numerical stability.
The underestimation of the mountain height ultimately leads
to the underestimation of the wind speed if we assume that
mountain sites are well exposed to the geostrophic winds
and that the wind speed increases with height in the lower
troposphere. Over the valleys and more gentle terrain areas,
the overestimation has been attributed by JD12 to the drag
generated by the subgrid scale orography. These topographic
features produce an additional drag to that one generated
by vegetation (the roughness length, z0 ), and if their effects
are not considered, they could be responsible for the overestimation of the wind speed (JD12). Indeed, this kind of
topographic drag has been parameterized in other mesoscale
models [e.g., Mesinger et al., 1996; Rontu, 2006], but it is
not parameterized in WRF. Other effects such as the ﬁlling of the valleys associated with the smoother topography
could be partially responsible for the wind speed biases, but
their effects are believed to be of smaller magnitude than the
factors mentioned above.

4.2. Wind Patterns
[26] The mean observed/simulated wind ﬁeld of days
belonging to each one of the six WPs are displayed in
Figure 7. The ﬁrst three WPs display northwestern wind
(Figures 7a–7c), the following WP4 and WP5 (Figures 7d
and 7e) reveal southeastern ﬂow, and the last WP6 shows
southwestern surface ﬂows (Figure 7f). In general, both
CFN1 and CFN2 reproduce the main characteristics of the
surface ﬂow structure under the different WPs. The main difference occurs for WP2, where CFN2 shows a remarkable
better reproduction of the ﬂow than CFN1 (Figure 7b).
[27] A quantiﬁcation of the skill displayed by the simulation to reproduce the mean ﬂow under each WP is broken
down for the four wind subregions with different wind variability (Figure 1) in Figure 8. The CFN1 simulation shows
the best wind direction reproduction in the MS subregion
with RMSE under 40 degrees except for WP2, under which
the four subregions show poor scores (Figure 8a). The ﬂows
along the Ebro Valley are also reasonably well captured as
indicated by the moderate RMSE scores at the EV subregion
under WP1, WP3, WP4, and WP5, the only exception being
WP2 as indicated above. The simulation is less skillful in
reproducing the cross Ebro Valley winds of WP6. The other
valley subregions, NS and NV, display higher RMSE values
than the EV, showing scores around 70 degrees except for
the strong winds of WP1 and WP5 (Figures 7a and 7e), under
which the four subregions show RMSE below 30 degrees.
CFN2 shows a better reproduction of the wind direction for
WP2; there is a reduction of 40 degrees in comparison with
the RMSE of CFN1 and a more modest improvement of
about 10 degrees for WP1 (Figures 8a and 8b).
[28] A better understanding of the different performance
to reproduce the wind direction of WP2 by CFN1 and CFN2
becomes evident in the wind roses at the EV subregion calculated with the days classiﬁed as WP2 (Figure 9). The
simulated wind roses tend to show a principal direction
in agreement with the one displayed by the observations.
However, the wind rose calculated with CFN1 shows two
main directions, one of them opposite to the observed one.
Although the wind rose calculated with data from CFN2
shows a better agreement with observations, it still shows
certain days with a SE orientation of the ﬂow. The simulation of a surface ﬂow with an opposite sense as the observed
case may not be limited to the poor representation of some
topographical features. Instead, it appears more likely to be
related to a misrepresentation of the large-scale ﬁeld. To be
more concrete, we found that it is related to the underestimation of the pressure gradient over the Ebro Valley that occurs
in the WRF simulations (Figures 5b and 5d). The pressure
gradient in CFN1 is weaker than observed, and in some cases
even negative, which favors the simulation of SE winds
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Figure 10. Wind speed biases for days classiﬁed as (a) WP1, (b) WP2, (c) WP3, (d) WP4, (e) WP5, and
(f) WP6. The wind speed from CFN1 is used in the comparison.
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Figure 11. Same as Figure 10 but for CFN2.
instead of the NW ﬂow typical of WP2. CFN2 still suffers
from some limitations due to the slight underestimation of
positive gradients (Figure 5d).
[29] The attribution of the errors in the wind direction that
occur in WP2 to the initialization process of CFN1 is supported by an additional WRF numerical experiment wherein
we use the same settings as in CFN2 but we initialize the

SP using an extrapolation from the lowest geopotential level
(1000 hPa) like in CFN1. The comparison of results from
this experiment, labeled as CFN2.1, and CFN2 allows us to
isolate the errors associated with the initialization process.
The new simulation spans only 3 years (2001–2003) but is
able to reproduce the large RMSE value that occurs in WP2
in the CFN1 simulation (Figure 8a).
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Figure 12. Relative error [equation (2)] between (a) CFN1
and ERA-40 and (b) CFN2 and ERA-Interim for the different WPs and wind regions (see legend).
[30] The winds over the mountain stations (MS) are systematically underestimated by both simulations (Figures 8c
and 8d). The wind speed at the valley subregions (EV, NS,
and NV) is overestimated under WP3, WP4, WP5, and
WP6, but there is a tendency to underestimate it under
WP1 and WP2 of CFN1 (Figure 8c). This underestimation
of the winds is at least partially related with the underestimation of the pressure differences over the Ebro Valley
(Figure 5b) as a consequence of the initial and boundary
conditions errors that occur in CFN1 (Figures 3a and 3c).
CFN2 does not suffer from these initialization problems, and
it shows an overestimation of the winds over the valleys in
WP1 but still underestimates the winds over the valleys in
WP2 (Figure 8d). Again, the numerical experiment CFN2.1
supports the relevance of the large errors introduced during the initialization process in CFN1 since the wind speed
biases of CFN2.1 (not shown) are in agreement with CFN1
results (Figure 8c). This indicates that the propagation of
errors from the synoptic scale to the regional scale can
hamper potential improvements in the model formulation
associated with the physics, for example. The underestimation of the winds under WP2 is partially related with the
underestimation of the positive pressure gradient by CFN2
(Figure 5d) but also with a large underestimation of the wind
speed at a few observational sites as it will be shown in the
following lines.
[31] Figures 10 and 11 show the wind speed bias at the
41 observational sites calculated with the days belonging to

each one of the six WPs for CFN1 and CFN2, respectively.
CFN1 shows a clear overestimation of the wind speed over
the valleys and an underestimation at the sites located in
mountain tops and the two hills for WP3–6 (Figures 10c–
10f). This is in agreement with the pattern shown by the
long-term wind speed biases (Figure 6a). The structure is
less clear in WP1, which shows an underestimation of the
wind in the southern part of the region, the Ebro Valley
(Figure 10a). To a lesser extent this is also evident in WP2
(Figure 10b). These two WPs are, however, affected by the
initial and boundary conditions problem of CFN1. Indeed,
CFN2 does not suffer from these errors and shows a similar structure of the wind speed bias for the six WPs, high
wind speed bias over the valleys and low wind speed bias on
the hill and the mountains (Figure 11). In spite of the similar structure of the wind speed biases (Figure 11), the wind
speed tends to be underestimated in the EV (NS) subregion
under WP1 and WP2 (WP2) (Figure 8d). This is a consequence of the inﬂuence exerted in the regional average by
large underestimations at a few sites. The underestimation of
the wind speeds at the hills (stations 7 and 8) is responsible
for the slight underestimation of the wind at the EV subregion for WP1 and WP2 (Figures 11a and 11b) since when
we exclude them from the calculation of the regional wind,
the wind speed is no longer underestimated at the EV (bias
is 0.56 and 0.03 for WP1 and WP2). Similarly, the underestimation of the wind speed at the NS subregion during
WP2 is a result of the dominance of the high underestimation that occurs at station 14 (Figure 1). The station is located
in a mountain pass that produces a local channeling that
intensiﬁes the northern winds. This signiﬁcant topographic
effect is not captured by WRF leading to the underestimation of the winds at this site (Figure 11b). Indeed, if
station 14 is excluded in the calculation of the regional
wind speed at the NS subregion, the wind is overestimated
(bias is 0.46).
[32] The performance of the simulations to reproduce the
observed wind is summarized in Figures 8e and 8f, which
shows the averaged vectorial differences at the different
WPs and subregions. The vectorial difference for each pair
of observed simulated time series is deﬁned as
PN p

diff =

i=1

(uWRF (i) – uobs (i))2 + (vWRF (i) – vobs (i))2
,
N

(1)

where u and v are the zonal and meridional wind components and N is the number of days under each WP. N
is therefore different for each WP. A clear improvement
of CFN2 in comparison with CFN1 can be appreciated in
WP1 and WP2. The improvement is evident at the four
regions. The improvement is mainly a consequence of the
better initial and boundary conditions of CFN2 in comparison with CFN1 (Figure 3), more speciﬁcally, with the better
simulation of the pressure gradient over the Ebro Valley
(Figure 5). This better initialization produces improvements
in both the wind direction and the wind speed in these two
WPs (Figures 8a–8d) which ultimately reﬂect in the better
scores shown here. The larger deviations are found for WP3
and WP5 (Figure 8f) due to the large overestimation of the
wind speed over the valleys that occurs during these patterns
(Figure 8b).
[33] To complete the analysis, it is interesting to discuss how CFN1 and CFN2 compare to ERA-40 and
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Figure 13. RMSE of the wind direction calculated with CFN2 and the observations at the different
regions (see legend in Figure 13b) for the subsamples corresponding to the strongest associations
between the PPs and the WPs. Each panel is associated with a particular PP (see labels).
ERA-Interim. The added value is quantiﬁed using the relative error of the averaged vectorial differences [equation (1)]
calculated with the WRF simulations and the wind at 10 m
from the ECMWF data sets, i.e.,
diffrel =

diffWRF – diffECMWF
.
diffECMWF

(2)

Results for each WP and wind region are shown in
Figure 12. Both simulations show a clear added value
with respect to the ECMWF reanalyses showing a reduction of the error of up to 60% for certain combinations of

WPs/wind regions. The adverse effect of the initialization
problem of CFN1 is evident in the relative error of WP2
that shows a degradation of about 20% with respect to ERA40 (Figure 12a). As previously discussed, CFN2 results are
unaffected from the initialization problem and thus show a
reduction of the error for this WP2 (Figure 12b). The EV
and MS subregions show a reduction of the error for the six
WPs. However, for NW winds, WP1–3 (SE winds, WP4–5),
CFN2 tends to show a degradation with respect to ECMWF
at the NV (NS) subregion. This indicates a directional
dependency of the added value that WRF provides over
complex terrain.
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Figure 14. Wind speed biases (CFN2-observations) at the different regions (see legend in Figure 14b)
for the subsamples corresponding to the strongest associations between the PPs and the WPs. Each panel
is associated with a particular PP (see labels).

5. Large-Scale Inﬂuence on the Simulated
Wind Field
[34] The inﬂuence of the synoptic scale situation in the
wind ﬁeld reproducibility is investigated in this section.
The analysis consists of splitting the evaluation at the WPs
for representative synoptic situations typical of the Iberian
Peninsula, the eight PPs identiﬁed in JEA09. The PPs
showed clear associations with the six WPs (Table 3 of
JEA09). Hence, an evaluation of the wind ﬁeld reproducibility as a function of representative large-scale situations can
be obtained by analyzing the accuracy of the simulation
to reproduce the WPs under their associated PPs. For this
purpose, the RMSE of the direction, the wind speed bias,

and the mean wind differences are calculated for observations and simulation of days belonging to each one of these
WP-PP associations. Four pairs of RMSE, bias, and vector differences are calculated within each association, one
for each regional time series obtained as a result of averaging the wind information of stations classiﬁed under each
wind subregion with different wind variability (Figure 1).
Results using the simulated winds from CFN2 are shown in
Figures 13, 14, and 15.
[35] The wind direction reproducibility shows an interesting relationship with the different WPs-PPs associations
(Figure 13). The EV and the MS subregions are the ones
that tend to show better scores under all the associations.
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Figure 15. Vectorial wind differences (CFN2-observations) at the different regions (see legend in
Figure 15b) for the subsamples corresponding to the strongest associations between the PPs and the WPs.
Each panel is associated with a particular PP (see labels).
On the contrary, the most complex terrain regions, NS and
NV, show the largest errors in the simulation of the wind
direction. The reproducibility of a given WP does not show
a strong dependence on the particular PPs that is producing the surface pattern. This is especially clear for WP1,
WP5, or even WP2. WP4 reveals the largest sensitivity to
the synoptic scale forcings.
[36] The underestimation of the wind speed at the mountain subregion is very systematic. All the associations
between the WPs and the PPs show this negative bias
(Figure 14). This reinforces the attribution of JD12 to the
limitations in the representation of topography since the bias
is independent of the structure of the ﬂow (the WPs) or even

the synoptic situation (the PPs). The overestimation over the
valleys is also very systematic between WP3–6 and all their
associated PPs. This overestimation is less clear for WP1
and WP2. WP1 shows a certain dependence in the synoptic
situation. The wind speed over the valleys is overestimated
during PP5 (Figure 14e), but it shows a less clear structure,
with underestimation at certain valley subregions and overestimation at other valleys, under PP1 and PP4 (Figures 14a
and 14d). WP2 shows a clear underestimation of the wind
over the valleys under its typical synoptic forcings PP1,
PP4, and PP8 (Figures 14a, 14d, and 14h). This systematic
underestimation of the wind at the valleys is partially originated by the underestimation of the wind at station 14 and
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Figure 16. SLP biases calculated with CFN2 (outermost WRF domain) and ERA-Interim for different
associations between the WPs and the PPs (see labels).
at the two hill stations in the broad Ebro Valley (see previous section). However, limitations in the reproduction of the
synoptic scale situation are also responsible for this underestimation. This is illustrated with the SLP biases calculated
with the associations between WP1 and WP2 and their PPs
(Figure 16).
[37] The WP1-PP1 association shows a clear positive
pressure bias over the Mediterranean Sea (Figure 16a). This
bias leads to an underestimation of the pressure difference
over the Ebro Valley of about 1 hPa, which is also responsible for the underestimation of the wind that occurs in the EV
subregion during this association (Figure 14a). Roughly, the

northwestern wind speeds increase 10 m s–1 for a pressure
difference of 20 hPa (Figure 2a), so an underestimation of
1 hPa produces an underestimation of the wind of 0.5 m s–1 .
This underestimation indicates that the wind speed bias that
occurs over the EV in WP1 (Figure 11a) would have been
reversed if PP1 was appropriately reproduced by WRF. The
SLP bias over the Mediterranean Sea is also present in the
WP2-PP1 association (Figure 16b) which is also partially
responsible for the underestimation of the wind over the valleys during this association (Figure 14a). The association
WP1-PP5 shows a similar bias in the SLP ﬁeld (Figure 16)
that will indicate that a better simulation of the synoptic
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situation by WRF would produce an even higher overestimation of the wind over the valleys (Figure 14e). The
positive SLP bias can be speculated to be associated with
the advection of air from the Atlantic to the Mediterranean
Sea which in its pass through the Iberian Peninsula becomes
too cold. The rest of the associations (WP1-PP4, WP2-PP4,
and WP2-PP8) do not show biases in the calculation of the
pressure difference over the Ebro Valley and west Mediterranean area (Figures 16c, 16d, and 16f). The underestimation
of the regional wind in these situations is mainly associated
with local underestimations such as over the hills and at the
mentioned station 14.
[38] The mean wind differences summarize the ability
of WRF to reproduce the surface wind ﬁeld as a function of the synoptic scale situation (Figure 15). There is a
rather systematic worse performance at the mountain subregion in comparison with the valley subregions in most
of the WPs-PPs associations. The EV and the NV subregions in general show a better wind simulation than in the
NS subregion, likely due to the more complicated topography of the last region. The worse performance is found
for the WP3-PP2 (Figure 15b), WP5-PP3 (Figure 15c), and
WP5-PP6 (Figure 15f) associations. These large errors arise
mostly from the wind speed biases under these associations
(Figures 14b, 14c, and 14f).

6. Conclusions
[39] By combining 13 year results of high spatial resolution numerical experiments with a dense network of surface
wind observations, we deepen in our understanding of the
ability of WRF to reproduce the surface wind over complex
terrain. The evaluation herein presented consists of assessing the performance of the model under typical wind ﬁelds
or WPs. This allows one to inspect the differentiated ability of the simulation to reproduce the different wind regimes
over an area and thus evaluate the model’s performance in
terms of the direction of the ﬂow. Our ﬁndings rely on the
long time series and the high spatial coverage that enable
us to become conﬁdent in the characterization of the model
performance. The combination of an evaluation based on
WPs with a classiﬁcation of the synoptic patterns, the PPs
in this investigation, further strengthen the advantages of
these kinds of evaluations since it allows to robustly discriminate the model performance as a function of the synoptic
situation too.
[40] The spatial structure of the ﬂow of each WP is generally reproduced satisfactorily by WRF. This clearly shows
the added value of the WRF simulations since the coarser
horizontal resolution of the ECMWF data is unable to provide regional details of the wind at the meso-alpha and
smaller spatial scales. The mountain sites and the plains
show the best scores in the wind direction, whereas the sites
located over valleys in more complex terrain regions show a
worse performance. The wind speed is systematically underestimated at the sites located at mountain tops and hills, and
it is overestimated at plains and valleys. This indicates that
in spite of using high horizontal resolutions, care needs to
be taken in using a wind simulation as substitute of the real
world over complex terrain. The biases were attributed by
JD12 to limitations of the horizontal resolution used in the
simulation, 2 km, to reproduce the topographic features over

the region. However, JD12 did not consider the differential
effects of the wind direction and the large-scale situation in
their investigation. The fact that the biases are systematic
under different directions of the ﬂow and different synoptic situations found in this study confer more credibility
to the attribution of the wind speed biases to the topographic misrepresentation. An appropriate representation of
the effects produced by the unresolved topography, in line
with the ideas of the parameterization of JD12 for instance,
becomes necessary in order to improve the WRF model
performance in reproducing the surface wind observations.
Actually, an inspection of the parameterization of the transport of momentum within the whole planetary boundary
layer would be helpful to understand the origin of potential
misrepresentations near the surface.
[41] Potential errors at the synoptic scale arising during
the initialization procedure may introduce important deviations from the observed wind behavior (e.g., CFN1). This
result goes beyond an initialization problem, stressing that
uncertainties at the synoptic scale propagate to the regional
scale being responsible for large misrepresentations. Similar errors to the ones herein found could be introduced by
the physics of the models that, for instance, can be responsible for the underestimation of the intensity of high-pressure
systems. Errors in the synoptic scale can also originate in
the boundary conditions and propagate to the regional scale.
This indicates sensitivity to the domain size. A large domain
can help to reduce the uncertainty introduced by the boundary conditions on the regional scale of interest. An improved
initialization (CFN2) indicates that, in general, errors in the
surface wind simulation do not show a strong dependence
in the synoptic pattern, the PPs in this case. However, some
biases were identiﬁed. The SLP over the Mediterranean
Sea is overestimated under certain synoptic situations by
about 1 hPa, which produces weaker simulated winds over
the region than would have been expected by an adequate
representation of the large scale. This further reﬂects the
propagation of uncertainties from larger to smaller atmospheric scales of motion. The SLP underestimation produces
in some days the simulation of circulations with opposite
sense to the observed one. These results show the strong
inﬂuence that the large scale exerts over the surface winds
and suggest that the potential improvement obtained in the
downscaling by increasing the horizontal resolution may be
hampered if the large scale is not appropriately captured.
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